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Welcome to the post COVID19 pandemic world. When the World Health Organization declared COVID19 a 

global pandemic March 11, 2020, so many began talking about the “return to normal” and ignoring the future. 

What a change one year has been. This is not the end of the story of change. 

 

On January 31, 1971, Apollo 14 had the distinction of being the mission that going to the Moon was not as easy as 

people may have thought. Just a year prior Apollo 13 returned having successfully returning the three astronauts 

back to Earth after a major life threatening incident that prevented the third landing on the Moon. After months of 

detailed analysis NASA was ready to put Apollo 14 back on the Moon.  

 

On board the Apollo 14, Stuart Roosa, Command Module Pilot, had tree seed packets orbiting the Moon with him. 

These seeds were then planted, having circled the Moon. One seed planted in the ground in Topton, Pennsylvania 

still stands.  

 

The Moon Tree of Topton, Pennsylvania shows us that change can not only happen but have lasting effects.  

 

Caesar Non Supra Grammaticos 
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Why do so many lawyers download our April, August, and December  

CLE Compliance Catalogues: 
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Is now the time to rewrite the US Constitution? 

 

Author Beau Breslin PhD professor of political science at Skidmore College, talks about his 

new book: “A Constitution for the Living: Imagining How Five Generations Of Americans 

Would Rewrite The Nation’s Fundamental Law” with 

Christopher Rabzak, President of CRXJEM Consulting LLC 

 

April 8, 2021 from 12 to 1 PM—”Modernization of a Dysfunctional Congress” 

April 13 from 12 to 1 PM “The schism within the Federal Court System” 

April 21 from 7 to 8 PM “Has the Constitution Stifled Changes, Creating Crisis After Crisis?”  

“ This photograph shows Brigadier General Soyte O. Ross as he led 12 special policemen carrying the crates of the Charters of 

Freedom (Declaration of Independence, Constitution, and Bill of Rights) up the National Archives Building steps to deliver the 

Declaration, Constitution, and Bill of Rights into the custody of the Archivist of the United States.”   December 13, 1952 

Book may be purchased from Stanford University Press. 

A 20% discount code will be given at each event. 
 

https://www.sup.org/books/title/?id=21274 

The April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

“A Constitution for the Living: Imagining How Five Generations of Americans 

 Would Rewrite The Nation’s Fundamental Law” 
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“A Constitution for the Living: Imagining How Five Generations of Americans 

 Would Rewrite The Nation’s Fundamental Law” 

Direct Book Ordering at Stanford University Press located at:   

 

 https://www.sup.org/books/title/?id=21274 

 

ISBN 9780804776707 
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New Futures 

What does it mean when 95% of patents are never licensed? 

 

What does it mean when companies ignore 95% of potential customers? 

 

What does it mean when SMEs are being created at declining rates? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Volume VIII, Number 1 has new futures thinking across industries, sectors, 

and knowledge areas. When there is new thinking the result is a new future unlike 

the one envisioned before. As lawyers, bankers, technologist,   economic develop-

ers, managers, entrepreneurs, and learners look at a post COVID19 world, many 

are wondering what comes next. 

 

The first part of thinking about new futures is to start asking some questions. Only 

be investigating and challenging some stale thinking do civilizations progress. 

Otherwise, we are left with stagnate thinking that stifles innovation and restricts 

our vision of the future. 

 

As you, the reader, engage in this intellectual journey through The April 2021 

CLE Compliance Catalogue, ask yourself what paradigms are you seeing. Then 

begin to challenge these paradigms and discover what innovative thinking you 

can do.  

 

Welcome to the future. 
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Leadership Mondays 

 

Is your company or law firm able to adapt for Post COVID19 change? 

Reference: https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/businessreview/2021/01/26/preparing-for-the-world-after-covid-19-
lessons-for-leaders-from-crises-and-discontinuous-change/ 

Remember when someone claimed that the new normal will be just like the past? Did you feel sorry for 

them and their inability to grasp change coming? 

 

Today, as COVID19 reaches over one year since the United Nation’s World Health Organization de-

clared COVID19 pandemic, many are still trying to figure out how to go back to prior and create  nor-

mal.  As many organizations finally accept change, one year out, others are forging ahead with new fu-

tures not based on past assumptions but  new views. 

 

Legal talent is limited and tasking talent with the correct task is more important than ever. Instead of 

looking how to build time machines, some legal talent is surveying the current world and assessing how 

best to comply with a new world. Waiting is not a legal strategy in time of change either.  

 

One way legal talent is dealing with the current changes is to directly ask “why are we needed”. That 

requires engaging in the company or look over future legal needs. Relying on a past client base or corpo-

rate problems from the past is a sure way to make sure you are fight with the future. Virtual meetings are 

easier across the company to ask important new questions.  

 

Instead, leading legal talent is challenging the current tasks and assessing what is the future risk. What 

can they learn from their own experiences, such as virtual hearings as opposed to in person hearings 

should be applied to the legal office. Are company executives worried about step into new markets as 

old ones’ dry up? If so what do these new markets mean to the organization. 

 

Law firms that took a “wait n see” approach lost a lead as more forward thinking lawyers decided to de-

velop future plans. One area is how to deal with clients more virtually rather than trying to impress with 

corner offices that no one sees today. Adapting training to make mini lessons possible during internet 

down times is more important than planning full day events which are considered bygone by many. How 

many hours can you stare into a screen with case notes? 

 

By choosing to adept and make change possible you are strengthen your company or law firm. Con-

gratulations and welcome to the future. 
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We want to sleep like babies at night knowing your legal counsels know how to handle 2030 

and cyber incidents. 

 

 

You will able to sleep at night knowing that so many lawyers are coming to our Cyber (law and 

tech ) CLE’s.  

 

 

We thank you for send them copies of our CLE Compliance Catalogues in  

April, August, and December each year. 

 

 

So go ahead, sleep a night and let legal “get this one”. They can handle it. Really.  

They came to our law and tech CLEs. 

 

If they have not, try more coffee… 

 

PS, don’t forget to send to legal a copy of :  

 

https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/CISA_MS-ISAC_Ransomware%

20Guide_S508C.pdf 

The  April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

CFOs and CIOs 

 

We want you to sleep like a baby at night... 
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CR 
AS in 

“Let’s get CR acking on those important 
CLE’s this April 2021 by first downloading 
The April 2021 CLE Compliance CRXJEM 
Consulting LLC’s CLE Course Catalogue” 

X 
AS in 

“CRXJEM Consulting LLC is in business of 
over ten years, that’s like Roman symbol X 
for 10 I learned in grade school” 

JEM 
AS in 

“How can I find a GEM of a PA CLE in a 
mass market, grey landscape, of boring 
and non relevant  
continuing legal educational seminars?” 

The April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

How to Pronounce Our Company Name 
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Why is the legal profession ignoring cyber law? 

REFERENCES THAT EVERYONE SHOULD READ: 

 

 
https://www.cisa.gov/news/2021/01/05/joint-statement-federal-bureau-investigation-fbi-cybersecurity-and-infrastructure 

 
https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2020/12/17/cyberattacks-cybersecurity-solarwinds-fireeye/ 

“Don’t ever take a fence down until you know the reason why it was put up” is attributed to President 

John F. Kennedy from a  notebook of his. Today everyone wonders why the legal profession is not tak-

ing cyber space seriously as a place where lawyers should become experts. Often clients say “lawyers 

claim cyber and tech is too scary”.  The unknown is scary because they do not have a common language 

with the tech experts. The internet was designed decades ago without careful stakeholder input. Today, 

nation’s view cyber space as simply another battlefield; private companies exist that act as Brad Smith, 

(see reference) call modern day mercenaries; lawyers unable to accept the fast pace response needed to 

counter modern day threats. Is it time for change? 

 

Many lawyers are simply baffled by the technology and the view points. They often have no place to go 

to ask basic questions or pose basic questions. As with any decades old technology, often called legacy 

technology, no one has a plan to slowly off line the older technology but hope the new technology will 

solve all legal problems.  

 

It will not. 

 

The reality is new technology will only cause newer legal problems to add to the old legal problems that 

were never solved. Does that mean we all should throw up our hands and call the new age “The Wild 

West” post 2020?  

 

For those lawyers who take law and tech CLEs, not just ours, they have made the choice for their clients 

that the future is not going to look like the past. We thank you all.  

 

Now let’s get to work building a better future today and let us know how to encourage more lawyers into 

this field! 
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Pennsylvania Farm Show (105th) Goes Virtual in 2021 

 

January 9 (Saturday) Thru January 16 (Saturday) 2021 
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Thanks to all the December 2020 Distance Learning CLEs attendees 
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Frequently Asked Questions About CLE Catalogues 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q: What does CLE mean? 

 

A: CLE stands for Continuing Legal Education. 

 

Q: What is a CLE Compliance Catalogue? 

 

A: A catalogue that lists our CLE courses, and additional materials.  

 

Q: How often is a CLE Compliance Catalogue published? 

 

A: Our CLE Compliance Catalogues are only published for December compliance, April com-

pliance, and August compliance   periods. Volume refers to the sequential year version, and 

number refers to the compliance period; number 1 means April, number 2 means August, and 

number 3 means December. It is edited by the Professional Development Department and pro-

duced by the Art & Creative Department. It is distributed and marketed by the Events Depart-

ment. Content is provided by Management Consulting   Department, Technical Consulting De-

partment, International Consulting Department, Professional Development Department, Events 

Department, and others as noted in the catalogue.  

 

Q: Where can I find a current compliance period CLE Catalogue? 

 

A: Only at our website in CLE section located at: 

 

     www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html 

 

Q: What are PREVIEW CLE Catalogues? 

 

A: A preview catalogue has basic information about CLE’s but is  not complete. A preview has 

future materials but often not the CLE courses offered at the compliance period, does not in-

clude the specific venues, dates and times. Previews are  updated over time until the full version 

when classes are listed on www.pacle.org board site. 
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Q: What is a full CLE Compliance Catalogue? 

 

A: A CLE Compliance catalogue has all the courses and additional materials. 

 

Q: How much is a CLE Compliance Catalogue? 

 

A: While it costs money to produce, we and thru our advertisers,  provide it to the legal commu-

nity for courtesy. 

 

Q: What is an Attendee CLE Compliance Catalogue? 

 

A: An Attendee CLE Catalogue has the materials that the full catalogue does not. This includes 

materials only offered to lawyers attending CLEs and not sold separately. 

 

Q: Can I buy an Attendee CLE catalogue 

 

A: NO.  

 

Q: Will the materials in attendee catalogue every be available to  non attendees? 

 

A: Depends, Some items may, but others items may not over time. 

 

Q: Can anyone place an advertisement in a CLE Compliance Catalogue? 

 

A: Contact the Events Department for details and forms to place advertisements. 

The April 2021 Compliance Catalogue 

Frequently Asked Questions About CLE Catalogues 
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Corporate Governance—B Corporation Update 

 

Our Banking Friends Are Ready for a New Economy Post COVID19 

Reference: “The Future of the Corporation: Moving from Balance Sheet to Value Sheet” World Economic Forum 

White Paper January 2021, ‘In Collaboration” with Baker McKenzie’ 

 

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_The_Future_of_the_Corporation_2021.pdf 
 

Reference: The December 2020 CLE Compliance Catalogue—Post MBA & JD “Why business and law school’s 

do not assign “The Concept of the Corporation” by Peter F. Drucker to students and executives.” 

As the banking community begins to tackle some of the biggest 

problems the globe faces post COVID19, is everyone else     

prepared for the big changes in corporate governance? 

 

 

Are business lawyers prepared? 
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Thanks to all the  prior to August 2020 Live CLEs attendees 
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Question:       Where can I find detailed information about  

      Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education? 

Answer:   At the Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education (CLE)  

  website: http://www.pacle.org  and this CLE Compliance Catalogue. 

 

Question:   How many credits do I need per compliance period?  

Answer:     12 Credit Hrs with 1 hr being 60 mins; OF which 2 credits MUST  

  be Ethics Credits.  

(The remaining 10 maybe either ethics or substantive credits) 

 

Question:  Are Live CLEs different than Distance Learning?  

Answer:    YES Live credits may carry over to the next compliance period. 

 

Question:  How are these credits reported in Pennsylvania.? 

Answer:     CRXJEM used the Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education ASPNexus 

  System which is a electronic reporting system directly administrated 

  by The Pennsylvania Supreme Court—PA CLE Board.  

  We report course attendance within 48 hours.  

  Upon request we can provide a paper certificate of attendance for 

  no extra charge. 

 

Question:  Can an attorney receive credit for attendance outside Pennsylvania? 

Answer:    Depends upon the jurisdiction, but if the other jurisdictions accept 

  multi—state credit or some additional documents such as agendas, 

  we can provide the forms for those jurisdictions.  Please email us or 

  call for further details. We often ask attending lawyers at each CLE 

  seminar about multi jurisdiction as well. 

The April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

Frequently Asked Questions for  

Professional Administrative & Support Staff 
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Question:  Does CRXJEM have Distance Learning? 

Answer: Yes, we do. 

 

Question:  What type of Distance Learning? 

Answer:     Live Webcasts. 

 

Question:  Do I need special software to take a Distance Learning CLE?  

Answer:    No. Just access to the internet. 

 

Question:  What makes Distance Learning CLEs interactive? 

Answer: There will be questions through out the CLE. 

 

Question:  Can I ask questions during the Distance Learning CLE? 

Answer:    Yes. Use the chat function 

 

Question: I have further questions, can someone actually answer them? 

Answer:     YES. Please contact us as we want to assist you in understanding 

  Distance Learning CLEs! 

The April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

Frequently Asked Questions for  

Professional Administrative & Support Staff 
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President John K. Kennedy at Philadelphia Municipal Stadium, December 2, 1961. 

The  April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

Happy President’s Day February 15, 2021 

 

Who is  handling the  random decision generator ? 
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World Economic Forum Week of January 25—Davos Dialogues 

Reference: https://www.weforum.org/events/the-davos-agenda-2021/sessions/developing-the-evolution-of-

stakeholder-capitalism 

What has one year of COVID19 pandemic shown about how economic systems operate? 

 

For many, this is a thought experiment while for others, it has become a question with various 

answers depending upon their view of the stress test. 2008 was just a taste of economic stress 

test which only a few took to make changes.  

 

As the Federal Reserve only recently began to gather data on SME (Small and Medium Enter-

prises) even the economists have to admit they do not know how economic systems operate as 

they never considered such stress tests. Bankruptcy lawyers will be very busy far into the future 

at this point.  

 

For everyone the most challenging question will still be “how to create sustainable economic 

growth with income growth for people?”. This year’s virtual WEF, due to the pandemic, has 

much to think about. Stakeholder capitalism is one of many concepts to consider post 

COVID19.  

 

The future is never what we think it will be but that does not mean we throw our hands up and 

let others decide the future either. This year’s WEF should change our perspective on the past 

as well as the future. 

 

Are you ready for the future? 
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COVID19 Economic Injury Disaster Loan 

 

Deadline NOW December 31, 2021 

 

Economic Service Announcement 

“This week, SBA announced that the deadline to apply for a COVID-19 pandemic Economic Injury Disaster Loan 

has been extended to December 31, 2021." 

 
https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/loans/coronavirus-relief-options/economic-injury-disaster-loans  

Please share with your clients and colleagues. Don’t forget to call your banker. 

https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/loans/coronavirus-relief-options/economic-injury-disaster-loans
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Demographics Explored 

 

Post COVID19—Economic Trend 

Reference: https://www.mymove.com/moving/covid-19/coronavirus-moving-trends/ 

How often do urban planners claim cities will always grow? 

 

Philadelphia continues to lose population at a steady rate. But if someone is losing population 

who is gaining? 

 

As social distancing, remote work, and use of contactless services expanded, along with low 

price energy, people began worrying about the trade offs of urban vs other forms of compact 

populations. 

 

These small demographic changes end the stagnation that can occur with a mature economy. 

Fortunately, some get extremely upset that change is happening. This means there are new cus-

tomers to serve in many sections of a once stagnate economy. 

 

Are lawyers thinking about the future legal needs of these new settlers? 
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Art & Creative Department 
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Thank you CFOs and CIOs. 

Giving your legal counsels our April, December, and August CLE Compliance 

Catalogues for all those law and technology based CLEs. 

 

Thanks for all your public service work! 
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What is the digital economy and are lawyers prepared for it? 

Reference: https://www.nber.org/reporter/2020number2/economics-digitization 

What is no cost to distribute? 

 

What is no cost to produce? 

 

IN “The Economics of Digitization”, Shane Greenstein PhD (Stanford 1989 Department of 

Economics), does not answer the question,  but at Harvard Business School, asking some basic 

questions is not always required as assumptions run wild. Economists often assume much.   

Consider what accountants call sunk costs. Someone has to bare the cost of spending money to 

build a road. Without a toll, roads become suddenly “free” to everyone. Decade after decade 

they cost no one anything. Nature though does begin to chip away the efficiency of road travel. 

Anyone who has driven over the “pot holes” will acknowledge that repair needs to be done. But 

since roads do not cost anything, volunteers will arrive to fill the holes correct? 

 

Mr. Snowden however has noted that much of “Big Tech” was able to create wealth from some-

thing that no one knew was valuable: privacy and data. (See video reference in Mobile Foren-

sics CLE). Snowden, speaking not as  an economist, points out that with huge wealth, and little 

cost, results in —- huge wealth. How is that economist can’t measure the value of privacy, but 

can claim that advertisers are suddenly more productive? One way an economist can view an 

advertiser more productive is when there are no other competitors. Many economist need to go 

back to school and re learn theories of substitution. Lawyers know the value of rights and data. 

 

If there is a hidden cost to distribute then is there a hidden cost to produce?  Consider the labor 

market post COVID19. If one third of the labor force has to work on site (trash pickup) and one 

third can work remote (paralegals), then what do we do with one third of the labor force that is 

not trained to do either? This question was posed by a former central banker (economist). What 

if no one is willing to produce goods and services for “free”? Then what happens to a digital 

market place? 

 Or is it really a substitution market? 
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Tech Tuesdays 

 

Do Tech Companies Value MBAers? 

Many lawyers wonder why they have so many self described tech companies as clients needing 

business advice yet not seeking it. These lawyers may wonder why they have to spend so much 

time explaining business basics. For these lawyers it can seem perplexing why these tech com-

panies never actually hired professionals in the business field. 

 

The rise of the professional business expert in the 20th century seems to have been lost as the 

20th century ended a mere twenty years ago. One reason maybe that companies focused on 

marketing their new way of doing things felt that hiring MBAers would dilute the strength of 

their marketing plan. Another reason might be the view that cutting edge technology always 

over comes pesky issues like operations, finance, marketing, and human capital.  

 

In any case, lawyers are stuck working on non legal issues such as basic business issues. For 

these lawyers, working with a tech company that focuses all its efforts and resources in tech, 

their frustration over business issues can make their legal tasks frustrated.  

 

But then many tech companies have money to burn so these lawyers should not worry? 
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Tech Tuesdays 

Lou Ottens (1926 to March 2021) - Life of a Unicorn 

 

Miniaturization at an end written in stone tablet form? 

Reference: https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2021/03/09/de-man-van-philips-vindingen-als-cassettebandje-en-cd-had-

geen-trotsmetertje-a4034819 

Why don’t we have rooms full of music? 

 

Who can see when someone is thinking something differently? 
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Why Aerospace Engineers Study Failures 

 

Or 

 

“Caesar Non Supra Grammaticos” 

When the words “Houston, we’ve had a problem” were utter on Apollo 13 mission, immediately aerospace engi-

neers began to conduct failure analysis. Data was being collected in anticipation that engineers would convene and 

analyze what happened. This is evidence based and not political based analysis. 

 

Aerospace engineers know the limits and the reasons behind the limits. How do complex systems fail? Apollo 13 is 

a guidebook to consider. 

 

Apollo 13 had a mission report which objectively provided factual information. After the limit alerts were recog-

nized by both crew and mission control three critical decisions were made during in flight to the Moon: “a) Abort 

the primary mission and attempt a safe return to earth as rapidly as possible. [,] b.) Shut down all command and 

service module systems to conserve consumable for entry.[,] c. Use the lunar module for life support and any pro-

pulsive maneuvers.” In aborting the primary mission of being the third crew to land two on the Moon, with one 

man circling above, there was a shift in objectives which everyone had to focus on, which recalled the President 

Kennedy speech where he stated the national goal of not just landing men on the Moon, but famously added 

“returning safely to Earth.” Goals are often not as obvious as some would have us think. 

 

After Apollo 13 returned crew safely back to Earth the task was then NMI 8621.1 Mission Failure Investigation 

Policy and Procedures. A review board was tasked with: “to investigate and document the causes of all major mis-

sion failures which occur in the conduct of its [NASA] space and aeronautical activities and to take appropriate 

corrective actions as a result of the findings and recommendations.” This simple and elegant statement related to 

NASA activities embodies the engineering process of studying evidence when a mission is not achieved. Failure 

needs to be defined in many ways. If we don’t understand the objective how can we understand how to reach it. 

 

The Apollo 13 Review Board was further engaged since human life was jeopardized as well as the mission being 

unable to be completed; landing on the moon and safely returning men to Earth. If the goal was simply to land men 

on the Moon, leave them there with no life sustaining possibilities, could we call the mission a success? Once eve-

ryone understands the objectives the task of bringing documented evidence begins. Fortunately, NASA set up the 

entire space program to have as much data collected as possible. 
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Are you ready for the next complex system failure? 
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Why Aerospace Engineers Study Failures 

 

Or 

 

“Caesar Non Supra Grammaticos” 

When data is collected analysis becomes easier rather than leaping to conclusions based on “gut feeling”. This 

makes all the more easier the more difficult task of analyzing why decisions were made.  

 

First, the Apollo 13 Review Board identified out the complex system which system initiated a failure. The service 

module cryogenic oxygen tank number two failed as it malfunctioned during spaceflight. Without having the actual 

system in front of the review board, the task was then to all the data of the tank from design, manufacturing, and 

testing of the tank. Additionally the review board could compare information both historically and with hydrogen 

tanks. This is key that there was comparison data available. 

 

Second, the Apollo 13 Review Board was able to being investigating how decisions were made. As in all activities 

decisions on what the focus is or how resources are used is the critical aspect. The review board had to ask why 

attention given to some things but not others. Why was there “very little attention” to how long heaters and fans 

were operated began to make the review board focus on certain decisions. The review board was composed of a 

group of individuals and consensus was the goal. Facts had to be facts not judgments. Later as the review board 

noted, many principals were “not aware” of the extended heater operations. As so often in failure analysis of com-

plex systems, the failure was simply not considered a possibility.  

 

How is it that a possibly is not considered? 

 

The review board stated that the thermostatic switch, which was mounted on the heater tube, designed to open the 

heater circuit at 80 degrees F in tests failed to open when 65 Volt direct current was applied. This key analysis 

proved that a system failure was not considered. Does that mean that everyone was simply unable to imagine fail-

ure? 

 

Do we assume that failure to imagine becomes a root cause of failure? 

 

At the time of the Apollo 13 oxygen tank number 2 alarms, no one could imagine exactly what happened. It took a 

review board months later to investigate. Importantly it took he review board to communicate to everyone. 

 

Lessons today post COVID19? 

 

 

It is clear that the massive failure to understand the complex science of operations logistics is lost on many today. 

Even with the wonder of the internet and rapid communication systems, the simple failure of people to imagine 

how to coordinate with others proves having a tool is not the same as being able to use the tool. As all aerospace 

engineers know. 

 

One final lesson of reading about the Apollo 13 can be summarized to the non technical minded as: “ ..for want of 

a shoe… the kingdom was lost”.   

 

Reference:https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)32545-9/fulltext 

 

Reference: https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2021/01/25/959692787/everything-broke-global-health-

leaders-on-what-went-wrong-in-the-pandemic 
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What are Wills, Trust, and Business Lawyers Reading in 2021: 

IN a post COVID19 world, many lawyers are seeing the results and the “back to normal” effect. 

 

As the National Academy of Science Proceedings reported on January 14, 2021, for the first 

time in forty years, American’s will see their life expectancy decline.  

 

For many lawyers busy in advising clients on estate planning and business continuity planning, 

COVID19 has reminded clients, the world is not static. 

REFERENCE: https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/01/210114163958.htm 
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We have made a little splash in Continuing Legal Education in Distance Learning... 

...After making a lot of investment in money, time, and energy over the 

years we are ready to bring Distance Learning Continuing Legal Educa-

tion directly to your location, regardless of where you are in the world. 

 

Look for Distance Learning CLEs with our new icon.  
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Distance Learning CLEs  

 

LIVE CLE EVENTS 
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Distance Learning CLEs  

 

LIVE CLE EVENTS—VIA LIVE WEBCAST 

When you register for a live webcast (term from www.pacle.org Course 

selection dashboard), you will be using your email to receive an elec-

tronic invitation to attend. 

 

Using a secure system such as Cisco WebEX has a cost associated with 

but we feel it’s worth it to bring you a  quality digital live event. 
 

IN our elearning centers you will see instructions for live webcast event. 
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Distance Learning CLEs  

 

LIVE CLE EVENTS 

 

Searching for our live CLEs on www.pacle.org board? 

Bridge the Gap (4 ethics credits—REQUIRED) 

Course Title 
“Bridge the Gap Live Interactive Webcast via WebEX with elearning center “ 

Bridge the Gap = Name required by PA CLE Board  

 

Live =  presents are live and in education called synchronous  

 

Interactive = come and see this part 

 
Elearning center = CRXJEM  is the only CLE Provider with this feature;  

    (see details in this  and other CLE Compliance Catalogues) 
 

LOCATION 
Mohnton, PA 

Location indicates physical location of the live event; presenters may be anywhere in the world, we choose PO 

BOX location to reach us by mail. 
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Live Distance Learning 

 

Searching for our CLE’s on www.pacle.org? 

 

Law and business topics 

Look for our Ethics CLEs on www.pacle.org 

Look for our Course Titles on www.pacle.org 

VENDOR MANAGEMENT: PROCESS AND PROCEDURE 

 

——- Practice Area: Contracts 

 

Contracts Force Majeur COVID19  Edition 

 

——- Practice Area: Contracts 

 

RULE 7.4 SPECIALIZATION 

 

———Practice Area: Ethics 

 ——————Subcatagory: Specialization 

ALTERNATIVELY—-Ethics—Lawyer advertising 

 

ETHICAL ISSUES FOR OF COUNSEL 

———Practice Area: Ethics 

   —————- Subcatagory: Professionalism/Civility 
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Live Distance Learning 

 

Searching for our CLE’s on www.pacle.org? 

 

Skills Training topics 

Look for our Ethics CLEs on www.pacle.org 

Look for our Course Titles on www.pacle.org 

Virtual Negotiations Skills Basics—Part 1 

 

——- Practice Area: Skills Training 

 ___________ Subcatagory—NEGOTIATIONS 
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Distance Learning CLEs  

 

Searching for our CLE’s on www.pacle.org? 

 

Judiciary  

JUDICIAL RECUSAL—BIAS and IMPARTRIALITY 

 

————Practice Area: Trial 

       —————-Subcatagory: Judges 
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Distance Learning CLEs 

 

 Searching for our CLE’s on www.pacle.org? 

 

 

Technology and Law 

CHOOSING A CYBER EXPERT: NAVIGATING THE ALPABET 

SOUP OF CERTIFICATIONS 

 

——- Practice Area: Trial 

 —————-Subcatagory: Experts 

 

 

COMPUTER FORENSICS EXAMINATIONS 

_____Practice Area: Trial 

 ____________Subcatagory: Evidence 

 

 

 

LEGAL ISSUES AND MOBILE DEVICES FEATURING THE 

NEW YORK APPLE CASE 

_____Practice Area: Trial 

 ___________Subcatagory: Evidence 

 

 

SOCIAL ENGINEERING WITH CYBER TOOLS 

——-Practice Area: Commercial  

 ___________Subcatagory: Contracts 
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Course Brochure for Download 

CRXJEM CONSULTING LLC 

Accredited  

Pennsylvania  

Continuing Legal Education 

Innovative Provider #9283 

Includes Distance Learning 
P O Box 93 

Mohnton PA 19540 
cle@crxjemconsult.com 

www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html 
www.crxjemconsult.com 

Look for this icon on our CLE information and online 

 registration page to download more information 

ICON 
Downloadable  detailed brochure course  

information in .pdf format 
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Distance Learning CLEs 

 

Bridge the Gap ( 4 ethics) 

DATE:    1st Start  1st End  2nd Start  2nd End  

 

Thursday, April 15  1 PM EDT 5 PM EDT 

 

Thursday, April 29      8 AM EST 12 PM EDT 
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Bridge the Gap  

(4 Ethics Required) 

Benefits of Attendance CRXJEM’s Bridge the Gap Program 

 

◊ Live webcast (for COVID19 prevention). 

 
◊ Interactive experience where current issues are discussed 

 
◊ Subject Matter Experts (SME) cross trained as legal presenters  cover material you need to 

  practice 

 
◊ Professional education introduction. 

 
◊ Group discussions led in professional manner. 

 

◊ Structured learning materials  in eLearning Centers relevant to enhance your understanding 
 of materials. 

 
◊ Prospective from clients, experts in the field, experienced lawyers, and thought leaders      

 focused on YOU. 

NEW Bridge the Gap  

 

 

April 15, 2021 at CRXJEM Virtual Space  

LIVE WEBCAST 

Course starts at 1:00 PM and ends 5:00 PM EDT 

See why our Bridge the Gap is the exception to the rule... 

The  April 2021 CLE  Compliance Catalogue 

 

Bridge the Gap—Distance Learning  
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Bridge the Gap  

(4 Ethics Required) 

Benefits of Attendance CRXJEM’s Bridge the Gap Program 

 

◊ Live webcast (for COVID19 prevention). 

 
◊ Interactive experience where current issues are discussed 

 
◊ Subject Matter Experts (SME) cross trained as legal presenters  cover material you need to 

  practice 

 
◊ Professional education introduction. 

 
◊ Group discussions led in professional manner. 

 

◊ Structured learning materials  in eLearning Centers relevant to enhance your understanding 
 of materials. 

 
◊ Prospective from clients, experts in the field, experienced lawyers, and thought leaders      

 focused on YOU. 

NEW Bridge the Gap  

 

 

April 29, 2021 at CRXJEM Virtual Space  

LIVE WEBCAST 

Course starts at 8:00 AM and ends 12:00 PM EDT 

See why our Bridge the Gap is the exception to the rule... 

The April 2021 CLE  Compliance Catalogue 

 

Bridge the Gap—Distance Learning  
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Bridge the Gap— Basic materials supplied by  
PA CLE Board* include: 
 

A) Micro website (placed in our elearning center) 
 
Topics included are: 

 
 Client Relations—We focus on interacting and tools for client relations. 

 Practice Management—We focus on technology and how to use in your practice with 

management tips. 

 Fiduciary Duties—We focus on today’s banking issues lawyers face. 

 Wellness—We focus on work life balance issues today’s lawyers face and the future. 
 Disciplinary Procedures—We focus on getting you to know the process and the policy 

behind. 

 Resources—We provide the ◊eLearning Center along with our experts to assist you in 
future. 

 

◊  The eLearning center has much more exclusive materials including some introductory ma-

terials on    future topics of note. 
 

◊     We supply materials easily downloadable in our eLearning Center for your convenience, 

up to 60 days after course including the exclusive Attendee CLE Compliance Catalogue. 
 

*We supply everything else to make YOUR Bridge the Gap CLE  an investment to 
assist you in building  knowledge and skills to have a bright professional future. 

At www.pacle.org : 
 

Type of Law: Professionalism/Civility (Ethics) 
 

Degree of Difficulty: Varying 

The 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 
 

Bridge the Gap 

Distance Learning 
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What is in our Bridge the Gap Elearning Center? 

 The April 2021 CLE Attendee Compliance Catalogue 

 Samples from our CLEs 

 Sneak Preview of Virtual Negotiations materials 

 Professional Development Materials for Lawyers 

 The Future of Legal Professional materials 

 September 18 Memo on CLE Investments and the Future of Legal Industry 

 Vision 2030 Framework for CLE development 

 Samples from various CLE researched and developed 

 Cyber tips from the experts (including SolarWinds hack) 

 Sample Bench Card 

 Bridge the Gap Learning Map 

 Access to a Virtual Booth 

 Updates Post BTG class all to… 

 

 

Provide YOU with knowledge and insight to forge your future. 
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Some think that time = CLE Credit time... 

Those who attend  

CRXJEM Consulting LLC—Professional Development Department CLEs know 

the difference. 

 

Thank you. 
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Thank you to the 2010 Decade’s Bridge the Gap Attendees for 
 

Sharing with your Managing Partners, Chief Corporate Counsels, special 
colleagues, and your Office Staff 

 
The Future of Continuing Legal Education 

Thank you Bridge the Gap alumni...we heard you and have 
added more materials to our elearning centers and Attendee CLE 
Compliance Catalogues. 
 
Professional Development Department continues to work hard to 
be your bridge to the future of law practice and serving clients 
better. 
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Distance Learning CLEs 

Live via webcast with faculty who present Bridge the Gap and 

have developed CLEs from the ground up. 
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Book of Note Released April 21, 2021 

 

 

As states and commonwealths modify their constitutions, how would  a 

new generation of leaders tackle problems as the technological and bio 

revolutions change the world as we understand it? 

 

Will a post COVID19 world operate differently? 

 

Who will begin to understand how change can happen? 
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Live CLEs—Live Distance Learning ONLY 

While CRXJEM Consulting LLC is not doing any live inperson CLE’s this April 

2021, we are still doing live thru the internet CLEs this April 2021. No cake this 

April 2021. 
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Vision 2030 

 

Why try to forecast the future? 

Reference: https://library.rumsfeld.com/doclib/sp/2382/2001-04-12%20To%20George%20W%20Bush%
20et%20al%20re%20Predicting%20the%20Future.pdf 

Leaders know that the future is uncertain and that change means making decisions based on unknowns.  

 

Pilots know that being “ahead of the airplane” is key to flying. Speed is one reason to be ahead of the 

airplane. The other reason is to be able to make careful decisions based on previous experience. That 

means understanding the changing conditions and calculating a response.  Shifting conditions is a con-

stant in flying and even past experience is not always a guide to the exact decision to be made. Consider-

ing the April 12, 2001; 10:22 AM memo from a defense secretary to a newly elected President of the 

United States, everyone should plan accordingly for change in the future. 

 

Long term planning means more than a quarter but less than a generation. Information explosion that 

happened after 1440 was not predictable for many at the time. A lot of unremarkable work was produced 

on the printing press as well. Today, content can be more questionable as every, even to the point as be-

ing labeled false openly. Today and into the future unthoughtful predictions will be everywhere as there 

is more change than every. 

 

Why do some leaders get the future so wrong? 

 

One reason is flawed analysis. By ignoring trends which they consider outside their field, focusing only 

on the immediate competition, they are doomed to predict things which reinforces their own beliefs 

about an unchanging future. Claiming that only the current competitors see what they see those leaders 

miss what others see.  

 

Next time someone predicts the same future as the past, question if its really a prediction or diversion to 

confuse everyone. Instead of listening to a failed analysis, question the basis of the prediction then start 

forecasting yourself. Now you are starting to see a different future.  
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Author Event—April 8, from 12 to 1 PM EDT 

 

“Modernization of a Dysfunctional Congress” 

The corporation is the dominate organization structure of the post Civil War period in American 

history. Everything that is created or delivered is organized by the modern corporation struc-

ture. Large organizations have over taken governments various function and roles with technol-

ogy allowing scale unheard of a mere forty years ago. 

 

What COVID19 has pointed to is the limits of the corporate structure to handle natural disaster 

of scale—a pandemic. Yet many forget the United States Declaration of Independence phrase 

after pointing to rights of people, “...That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted 

among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed,…” Which leaves peo-

ple to wondering if US Congress, the most prestigious  law firm in the world, is up to the task 

of operating in 2030? 

 

While most organizations prefer to make internal adjustments to finely tune itself, rarely, does 

an organization re think itself from the base up. Can a dysfunctional organization unable to in-

teract with its stakeholders be able to modernize? Again limited thinking becomes a bigger 

problem. Organizations face crisis from the outside world that impacts how the organization is 

perceived. 

 

One measure an organization might use to measure dysfunction is how able is it to communi-

cate, which means listening. If an organization by its own measures, finds it is simply not lis-

tening to a majority of outside communication, then by definition is dysfunctional. Which leads 

some to wonder how a dysfunctional organization can be modified? 

 

IN this talk, we will examine some issues of a dysfunctional Congress and ask our author what 

he sees. 
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Author Event—April 8, from 12 to 1 PM EDT 

 

“Modernization of a Dysfunctional Congress” 

[Blank Rev. A] 
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Law and Business Courses 

 

Live Webcast Distance Learning 

Vendor Management : Process &  Procedure  
(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive) 
  
◊  Be able to articulate make verses buy issues in legal services. 
◊ Recall Rule 5.3 from Bridge the Gap/PRE Rule 5 CLE 
◊  Conflict issues under the rules of ethics. 
◊  Privilege issues whne dealing with outside counsel 
◊  Multi jurisdictional issues of in house counsel. 
◊  Protecting critical business information. 
◊  Understand the key areas for developing a reasonable vendor management         

 procedure. 
◊ International issue of legal services will be covered. 

 
Course is tracked with law and tech CLEs. 
  

  

DATE:    1st Start  1st End   

 

April 6, 2021   10 AM  12 PM EDT  
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Vendor Management Process and Procedure Course 

SPECIAL NOTE: This course is tracked with Force Majeur CLE in April with some over      

lapping topics. 
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Are you ready to handle the next cyber case that comes your way in the next pandemic? 

Cyber space and information domains are fraught with legal and business chal-

lenges that you can’t see since you are working in the  trenches. 

 

Which is why we bring into the legal strategy and technical reasoning to prepare 

you for the next wave of bad actors trying to out smart you and  

damage your clients. 
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Attendee ONLY 

 

Materials 
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Distance Learning 

  

Live Webcast 

Contracts Force Majeur 
COVID19 Edition 

(0.0 Ethics and 1.0 Substantive) 
Live Webcasts 

  
  
◊ Know the term 
◊ Which contracts need this term 
◊ UCC exploration (PA and model version) 
◊ Contract drafting issues 
◊ What evidence can be used to begin negotiations 
◊  What to look for in government contracts 
~ In business and law track this course should be taken after Vendor Managment 

DATE:    1st Start  1st End   

  

Thursday April 8  4:00 PM 5:00 PM EDT 

This courses is on legal decisions. The business decision course is for special assets financial professionals but 

lawyers are welcome to attendee to gain an understanding of business decisions. 
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Distance Learning CLE 

  

Understanding Law & Technology CLEs 

Understanding the language used by technologist is important in being able to counsel legal   

issues. Technical experts can use terms of art that are new to lawyers and  miss the legal signifi-

cance of a technical point. As discussed in Bridge the Gap, lawyers are acting as vendor manag-

ers in dealing with technical experts.  

 

As  more organizations take vendor management practices to legal services, complex ethical 

issues grow. At the same time, as practice management becomes more complex, lawyers are 

required to apply vendor management practices under the ethical rules. 

 

This course was developed with those  issues as well as general vendor management practices 

not taught in law schools. 
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Distance Learning CLE 

  

Law & Technology  

DATE:     1st Start   1st End   

  

Wednesday April 7, 2020 3:00 PM EDT   4:30 PM EDT 

Choosing a Cyber Expert 
Practice AREA: Trial ; Subcatagory: Experts 

(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive) 
Live Webcasts—Group Cast with Moderator 

  
◊ Know what credentials to look for when choosing a computer forensics expert and 

other fields 

◊ Avoid conflict of interests that can sabotage your case. 

.◊  Be able to lay expert foundation for a computer forensic expert based on Daubert. 

  
◊ Knowing difference between the knowledge specialists from hats to pen testers 

  Ethical issues of lawyers who claim ignorance in handling digital evidence 

~ A cyber expert will field your technical questions to understand the legal aspects of 

cases covered and raise your level of competency under Rule 1. 
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“Where’s Rule 7 signature CLE I want to sign up for?” 

Our Signature CLE 

PRE Rule 7 and Marketing, Introduction— 

1.5 ethics credits 

  

Is on vacation till return in 2022 

For those that have taken Rule 7 & Marketing CLE (1.5 Ethics Credits), there is Distance Learning 

P.R.E. Rule 7.4 Specialization CLE offering in April 2021. 
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Distance Learning 

  

Live Webcast 

P.R.E. Rule 7.4 
Specialization 

(1.0 Ethics and 0.0 Substantive) 
Live Webcasts 

  
  
◊ Know specialization under the ethics rules 
◊ Avoid common attorney marketing mistakes in regards to specialization 
◊ Understand how to properly communicate to potential clients your relevant skills 
◊ Know the difference between licensing and specialization 
◊ Know which specializations can be advertised under ethics rules 
  
◊ Prior Rule 7 attendees are encourage to hone their understand of Rule 7 
  
While prior Rule 7 CLE is not required, this is an advanced course. 
  

DATE:    1st Start  1st End   

  

Monday April 12,  2021 4:00PM 5:00 PM  EDT 

 

Thursday April 15, 2021 9:00 AM 10:00 PM  EDT 

 

Monday April 19, 2021 2:00 PM 3:00   PM EDT 
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Events Department 

Do you know what turns 30 on January 7, 2022? 

 

 

 

The Events Department has begun taking advertising requests 

for Volume IX of CLE Compliance Catalogue for 2022. 

 

 

A milestone. 
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Law Firm Gap Analysis 

 

United States Congress Modernization Report October 2020 

Why would a leader of an organization not want to perform a gap analysis? 

 

Setting objectives is one of the most important functions a leader does. Without an objective no one can understand 

the strategy of the organization. If the motto of the organization is “we have no direction” then no one has any idea 

what resources are to be used or how aligned. Bankers hate the idea of money being poured into a project where 

there are no objectives. Bankers are using clients money and are careful to find projects where there is an objec-

tive. Engineers, when working within or for organizations without any objectives go thru a kind of mental break-

down where the world seems irrational. Customers and stakeholders become so confused when an organizations 

has no objective they often throw up their hands and give up dealing with the organization with no objective. 

 

A gap analysis compares the objectives with the actual processes in place to achieve. 

 

Over the next decade CRXJEM will be using this document to educate our audience into how management con-

sulting is done. 

 

The next few pages along with knowledge power slide decks in elearning centers will assist Bridge the Gap atten-

dees and other CLE learners understand how our CLE’s relate to this example law firm gap analysis. 

 

We look forward to this learning adventure with you. 

 

You will know what questions others do not know to ask and lead the way into the future. Welcome to the Future. 

 

Christopher Rabzak, President of CRXJEM Consulting LLC 

Bachelor of Science Aerospace Engineering, Master of Business Administration, Juris Doctor  
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Law Firm Gap Analysis 

 

United States Congress Modernization Report October 2020 

Why would a leader of an organization not want to perform a gap analysis? 

  

Setting objectives is one of the most important functions a leader does. Without an objective no one can understand 

the strategy of the organization. If the motto of the organization is “we have no direction” then no one has any idea 

what resources are to be used or how aligned. Bankers hate the idea of money being poured into a project where 

there are no objectives. Bankers are using clients money and are careful to find projects where there is an objec-

tive. Engineers, when working within or for organizations without any objectives go thru a kind of mental break-

down where the world seems irrational. Customers and stakeholders become so confused when an organizations 

has no objective they often throw up their hands and give up dealing with the organization with no objective. 

  

A gap analysis compares the objectives with the actual processes in place to achieve. 

  

Over the next decade CRXJEM will be using this document to educate our audience into how management con-

sulting is done. 

  

The next few pages along with knowledge power slide decks in elearning centers will assist Bridge the Gap atten-

dees and other CLE learners understand how our CLE’s relate to this example law firm gap analysis. 

  

We look forward to this learning adventure with you. 

  

You will know what questions others do not know to ask and lead the way into the future. Welcome to the Future. 

  

Christopher Rabzak, President of CRXJEM Consulting LLC 

Bachelor of Science Aerospace Engineering, Master of Business Administration, Juris Doctor  
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Law Firm Gap Analysis 

  

United States Congress Modernization Report October 2020 

ATTENDEE CONTENT 

 

 

HERE 

“Members are required to make a number of immediate 

decisions with little-to-no training or guidance.” -    

Chapter 4  

  

“Many Members come to Congress with no formal train-

ing in office or administrative management, leadership 

and negotiations skills, or the intricacies of policymak-

ing.”      - Chapter 4  
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Attendee ONLY 

 

Materials 
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Materials 
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Attendee ONLY 

 

Materials 
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Attendee ONLY 

 

Materials 
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Special Projects 
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2 625 396 

 

530 423 

 

26 

The April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 
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What do we do with numbers? 

 

Engineers often know the value of numbers that others cannot grasp. Engineers know the limi-

tations of number when they become meaningless. There is a point at which value becomes so 

meaningless to become hyperbole  moving to  the realm  of useless to make and decisions. 

 

In grade school many people were taught about decimal places. When someone asks to multiple  

pi  times three, suddenly the decimal place becomes a focus. By repeating the same step over 

and over we may become impressed by the  quantity of number to the  right of  decimal place, 

but do these number have any real meaning in the physical world? 

 

Often, the answer is “no”.  

 

The human mind is simply unable to grasp the significance of the meaning of the numbers.  

 

A better to ask is why someone is so keen to point out all those numbers past the decimal place. 

Someone is focusing on some other facet in order to ignore the basic question of “why the first 

number matters”.  Perhaps someone wants to point out their new device.  

 

Decision makers should instead question the premise of the numbers.  

The April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

Do numbers capture the meaning of the moment? 
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2 625 396 Global 

 

530 423  United States 

 

26  New Zealand 

The  2021 April CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

COVID19 Deaths in Numbers and Jurisdiction 

 

March 11, 2021 
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Why has technology outpaced legal thinking? 

“What we’re seeing is a 19th Century 

institution often using 20th Century 

technology to respond to 21st Century 

problems. We need to change that.” 

 

Rep. Cathy McMorris Rodgers,  

June 5, 2015 

 

 

Chapter 6 

Why is technology unused by so many lawyers? 

 

Is it just distrust of systems they do not understand, much the way average MBA feel about the  “black box of legal 

system”?Or is there more to it? 

 

Science provides the models to understand the physical world but it the engineers that turn the theory into practical 

application. Bankers can appreciate in the days before digital systems, the simple wheel barrow moving hard cur-

rencies from one account to another was an application of technology to a big problem for bankers moving large 

sums of currency efficiently preventing injury. Today, digital currency can disappear quicker than one can say the 

term. Another application of technology. 

 

But does technology operate by itself yet? 

 

Chapter 6 is Congress’s stab in the dark trying to deal with technology and innovation that has exceeded their un-

derstanding. Many engineers would say that Congress has demonstrated how to “shoot themselves in the foot” 

syndrome by ignoring the leaps that engineers have made with tools like ENIAC (February 15, 1946)  the past sev-

enty four years. Computers are only one set of tools however and the coming bio revolution should introduce more 

tools. In many ways Congress has completed withdrawn from the technology work space and let the jungle handle 

it. 

 

All to often the focus of technology is trying to understand how the “black box” works rather than on what the 

“black box” does. Like the mystics of the past, some argue its best to see the magic happen but not question the 

process of the magic.  

 

What can lawyers learn from Congress’s approach to handling technology? 

 

One approach is to ignore those who have multi disciplinary skill sets. By ignoring those who speak both tech and 

law, you can get both sides of an argument then continue to ask the same questions. 

 

Unlike Congress, another approach is to ask what needs to be done and how best to accomplish the task, including 

which tools works best for which situation. 
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How should technology be assessed? 

“1. The external pacing prob-

lem is Congress’ inability to un-

derstand and respond to tech-

nological evolution in a society 

at large, resulting in policy and 

oversight that lags behind the 

pace of technical innovations.” 

 

Chapter 6 

ATTENDEE CONTENT 

 

 

HERE 
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Distance Learning Courses 

Live Webcast 

Law and Technology 

Legal Issues and Mobile Devices Featuring the 
 New York Apple Case 

Practice Area: Trial 
Subcategory: Evidence 

Level of Difficulty: Advanced 
(0.5 Ethics and 1.0 Substantive) 

Live Webcasts 
◊ NOTE: You need not have previously attended prior computer forensics CLE.    
◊ Know the basics of securing a mobile device. 
◊ Know what credentials to look for when choosing a computer forensics expert. 

◊ Be able to follow proper chain of custody for electronic evidence for mobile devices. 

◊ Advising your clients on use of company vs private cell devices as business records. 

◊  What is reckless handling of cell phone evidence? 

  Spoliation issues will be mentioned and lawyer ethics violations discussed 

DATE:     1st Start  1st End   

  

Wednesday April 14, 2021  10:00 AM EDT 11:30 *PM EDT 
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New Technology 
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Thank you law librarians around the globe. 
 

 

You know the value of knowledge and insight. 

 

Thank you for downloading, displaying, and archiving our April, August, December CLE  Compli-

ance Catalogues and brochures. Your public service is much appreciated by those who know. 
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Company Announcement 
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Are you ready to handle the next cyber case that comes your way in the next pandemic? 

Cyber space and information domains are fraught with legal and business        

challenges that you can’t see since you are working in the  trenches. 

 

Which is why we bring into the legal strategy and technical reasoning to prepare 

you for the next wave of bad actors trying to out smart  

you and damage your clients. 
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Events Department 

 

OPEN MIC 

Moving to virtual instead of live CLEs and events has been more a challenge of 

communication than logistics. As elearning centers and virtual booths grew in the 

past few years, everyone has been incorporating digital aspects to enhance the ex-

perience of a learning event.  With different tools comes different advantages and 

draw backs. 

 

To many rush to use one size fits all solutions. Not everyone can use the same 

tools and not every tool is useful for everyone. Some tools have every bell and 

whistle yet not the ability to do the basic function that someone actually buys the 

tool for. Other tools are so complex that only the person or persons who designed 

it can use it, making the tool effectively useless. Tools that are so complex violate 

the basic rule of design which is to accomplish what the user of the tool wants. 

 

New tools mean communication is needed. In one instance, we found no one 

knew how to use a function easily. That meant we had to communicate better and 

take the time to explain the new tool. Too many assume that one tool is the same 

as any other tool. If you have to spend so much time and energy explain how to 

use this brand new  tool then does that not defeat the whole purpose of a tool that 

is sold to save time? 
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Tired of your advertisements lost in a  
stream of  

social media smog? 

How do you hunt for your social media ad? 

The April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

Events Department 

2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue Advertising Deadlines 

Advertising deadlines for 2021  from Events Department 

 

The April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue deadline: February 19, 2021 

The August 2021 CLE Compliance deadline: June 25, 2021 

The December 2021 CLE Compliance deadline: October 22, 2021 

 

Events Virtual Booths  

Use EV-8 Form for each event and deadlines 
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Course Terms 

Distance Learning (CLE) - Live Webinars 

 

Levels 

 

Basic 

 

 

Intermediate 

 

Advanced 

 

 

Various 

 

 

None 
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Business Myths: 
 

“...We have been around so long and...” 

 

 

The Business Principle  

Business longevity is a dimension of an organization but not guarantee of future longevity, regardless of industry. 

 

Now you know the myth, what’s next? 

 

CRXJEM Consulting LLC—Management Consulting Department 

Hess Department Stores (retail) — Opens Allentown, PA,  1897 to 1996 

 

A-Treat soda (beverage) —1918 to 2015 

 

Pan American Airlines (transportation) —1927 to December 4, 1991 

 

Dewey Leboeuf (law firm) — 1909 to May 28, 2012 

Could this be you? 
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Post MBA 

 

When Is It Time For Founders To Leave? 

Reference: https://www.aboutamazon.com/news/company-news/email-from-jeff-bezos-
to-employees 

In the life of an organization, whether public or a company, a major transition is when the founder or 

founders leave. It is about change then.  

 

Why does a founder leave an organization? 

 

Has the role become too boring or too challenging? 

 

For many outside the founder circle the process is a mystery. Suddenly the world wakes up to some one 

writing a bland memo about a founder moving on whether retirement or new activities there is often no 

context from the founder. This leaves everyone wondering what just happened. 

 

For many stakeholders, suddenly their world has changed too. Some stakeholders panic while others 

scratch their heads and wonder what is next. Competitors might wonder what they missed all along. 

Some by standers wonder if timing matters. So many questions are left unanswered. 

 

In America, with claims of dynamic economy, founders come and go all the time. No one seems to in-

vestigate why a founder leaves or stays given the current climate. When a founder leaves it is often just a 

bland story somewhere. Nothing to investigate or ponder about. 

 

Some wonder if founders have a limited life span in their organization and how this transition happens. 

While some organizations find large impressive titles for past founders, others simply forget and move 

on. Anyone in any size organization, post COVID19 should wonder about these questions if they won-

der about their future. 
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Commercial Property For Sale of Note 
 

 

https://www.loopnet.com/Listing/24-32-E-Main-St-Fleetwood-PA/20634293/  

Reference: The April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue; Volume VIII, Number 1 
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Seminars for April 2021 
Distance Learning—Live Webcasts ONLY 

Bridge the Gap—Live Webcast 
 

Seminars for August 2021 
Seminars for December 2021 

Seminars for April 2022 
Seminars for August 2022 

Seminars for December 2022 
Seminars for April 2023 

Seminars for August 2023 
Seminars for December 2023 

Seminars for April 2024 
Seminars for August 2025 

Seminars for December 2025 
Seminars for April 2026 

Seminars for August 2026 
Seminars December 2026 

The April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

 

2021 CLE Schedule 
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How Will SMEs Respond to New Intellectual Property Enforcement Tool? 

 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/2426/text 

§ 1502 Copyright Claims Board 

 

( b ) Officers and Staff 

 

(1) Copyright Claim Officers—The Register of Copyrights shall recommend three full-time 

Copyright Claims Officers… 

 

(3) Qualifications. - 

 

 (A) Copyright Claims Officers.- 

 

  (i) IN GENERAL.-Each Copyright Claims Officer shall be an attorney who has 

not fewer than 7 years of legal experience. 

 

  (ii) EXPERIENCE.-Two of the Copyright Claims Officers shall have— 

 

   (I) substantial experience in the evaluation, litigation, or adjudication of 

copyright infringement claims; and 

   (II) between those two Officers, have represented or presided over a di-

versity of copyright interests; including those of both owners and users of copyrighted works.” 

 

 

 (B) COPYRIGHT CLAIMS ATTORNEYS-Each Copyright Claims Attorney shall be 

an attorney who has not fewer than 3 years of substantial experience in copyright law. 

How will SME (Small Medium Enterprises) who have made a business decision in the past not seek copyright   

enforcement given the cost of representation  react to the new Copyright Claims Board? 

 

It depends on how the Copyright Claims Board, legal expertise is judged against bringing a case before general 

legal expertise by SMEs. No longer can general legal experience suffice.  

 

As law expertise becomes valued in specific areas, how will lawyers and law firms  some of which claim they are 

“specialist in general practice”, react to these changes? 

How will SME (Small Medium Enterprises) who have made a business decision in the past not to 

seek copyright enforcement given the cost of representation react to the new Copyright 

Claims Board? 
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The War on Talent 

 

Magical Numbers 

OnCE UPON A TIME seven years of legal experience 

was waiting time for partnership… 

 

It’s 2021, and is seven years still waiting time for partnership? 

 

In Bridge the Gap, new lawyers are introduced to concepts such as client relations, practice management, fiduciary 

duties, and discipline process. This can be not just after a four year degree then Juris Doctor but for some Master’s 

degrees, multiple four year years, associates degrees and non legal experience.  

 

Is that experience worth anything towards legal experience? 

 

For many generations, the role of education was to acquire and perhaps use when the need arose. Few things 

changed for centuries and most simply followed their family footsteps. The blacksmith would apprentice in the 

family business as previous generations, and there was no need for any formal education from people who simply 

studied how things were done. 

 

For some the world changed. No longer was one year repeated seven times the test. New tests were developed as 

new knowledge came into being. Some even found that past experience was not even valid in a new world. So 

much for waiting the return of the past normal. 

 

For those who decided to use formal education to leverage into solving new problems, measuring success in arbi-

trary timeline was simply no longer valued. The calendar was no longer a measuring device for experience. For 

some magical numbers were no longer valid. That is when the world changes for some.  
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Distance Learning 

  

Live Webcast 
  

Judicial Recusal — Bias and Impartiality  
Practice Area: Trial—Subcategory: Judges 

(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive) 
Live Webcasts 

  
  
◊ Know the term and context. 
◊ Judge J. analysis where “impartiality might be reasonable questioned”. 
◊ Judge J case where appeals judges investigate behavior. 
◊ What are 40 questions to ask 
◊ What if there  is a firm issue will your client receive a fair hearing 
◊ When to consider age as a factor 

DATE:    1st Start  1st End   

  

April 20, 2021   2:00 PM 4:00 PM EDT 
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Thank you Administrative Assistants Around The Globe. 

For downloading our CLE Brochures and CLE Compliance Catalogues for April, August, and 

December 2020. 

 

You know the value of time and knowledge. Thank you! 
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Management Tip: April 21, 2021 

How do leading organizations reward their administrative staff post COVID19 

pandemic on April 21, 2021? 

 

Recognizing contributions to an organization require leaders at all levels and 

across (peers) understand the processes in place to compensate. The COVID19 

pandemic created opportunities for talented people to show what could be done 

when the focus was achieving not merely doing. That places extra responsibility 

on leaders to understand that rewarding working in once in 100 year situation 

with no guidance, is needed to point to accomplishments that cannot be noted oth-

erwise. 

 

Considering the tools available and what was accomplished, rewards are needed 

to show where human capital has value. Too often in the past, human capital was 

merely assumed compensated and that was enough. This is a basic organization 

that is focused on short term. Long term organizations have leaders that know 

fairness and know when someone is working beyond the norm, which has been at 

least since pandemic hit. 

 

One day should be set aside to carefully allow leaders to re evaluate and reflect 

the importance of administrational staff  keeping everyone and the organization 

functioning. Once the reflection happens its time to move on to rewards. 

 

Is it enough to just say “thank you”? 

 

Saying “thank you” is important to acknowledge the accomplishment. 

 

Some organizations are looking to take this opportunity to separate themselves 

into a “best in class” organization and find rewards that reflect values. The values 

of hard work and client service beyond the basics are some of the values leaders 

want to celebrate. 

 

This April it is time to begin the reward process. Be prepared for April 21. 
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Art & Creative Department 
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If when you say Cyber law to your legal team this is all they 
think of... 

Then they have not attended any of our Law & Tech CLEs. 

 

Lawyers who attend our CLEs know there is a lot more law to     

cyber law than other lawyers who avoid cyber law questions. 

 

So send them to one of our CLEs. 
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Computer Forensics Examinations 
(0.5 Ethics and 1.0 Sub.) 
  
◊ Chain of custody issues in mobile devices 
◊ Choosing experts under Daubert 
◊ Current technical issues that impact legal decisions 
◊ P.R.E. Rule 1.3 competency points 
◊ Business records for corporate counsels 
  

DATE:    1st Start  1st End   

  

Wednesday  April 21  1:00 PM EST 3:00 PM EDT 

  

      

The April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

  

Distance Learning 

  

Live Webcast 
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Pennsylvania Constitution 2021 

 

Pennsylvania House Bill—Changes to Judiciary 

What is in a map? 

 

For many with computers able to do lots of calculations, a map can include what every someone 

wants today. 

 

Pennsylvania House Bill Number 38, introduced in the 2021 legislative session  includes lan-

guage to divide the Commonwealth into seven judicial districts. The seven judicial districts 

would be designed, using the same language that state and congressional districts are designed 

today using the “compact and contiguous territory” language. 

 

Today, the Commonwealth elects judges based on the geographic region they serve.  

 

However is geography the foundation of how people are developed? 

 

It is a question that few wish to examine as it raise fundamental questions if the Commonwealth 

of Pennsylvania has moved beyond “being born of the land” as a requirement to have the skills 

needed to become a judge. 

 

One reason why some lawyers are attending the Judicial Recusal CLE in April will now that 

bias comes in many forms and now “Big Data” is identifying issues everyone should be con-

cerned 
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Author Event—April 13 from 12 to 1 PM EDT 

 

Topic: “The Schism within the Federal Court System” 

What is it about our Federal Courts that creates such schisms? 
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Author Event—April 13 from 12 to 1 PM EDT 

 

Topic: “The Schism within the Federal Court System” 

[Blank Rev A] 
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International Consulting Department 
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International Consulting Department 

 

Brexit— “Global Britain” - Post COVID19  

Reference: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/global-britain-in-a-competitive-age-the-
integrated-review-of-security-defence-development-and-foreign-policy 

As every banker knows, Prussian General von Clausewitz’s statement that no military plan operation “...survives 

the first collision with the main body of the enemy…” applies to the best laid national economic goals of govern-

ments. Which is why so many bankers will be wondering what the United Kingdom’s post COVID19 strategy is 

for its economy. 

 

Since one of the founders of the European Common Market, as every banker knows starting with Treaty of Paris, 

April 18, 1951 to form the European Coal and Steel Community, the United Kingdom has been at the beginning of 

major economic expansions. Which is why so many bankers will look to see where is Britain headed now, post 

COVID19 world.  

 

How does the British government see the world? 

 

First, looking to 2030, the British government has acknowledged that COVID19 has made World War II become 

part of Britain’s past. Decisions will no longer be made looking at the end of WWII, but the end of COVID19 with 

vaccinations. However, Britain will remind everyone that it’s permanent seat on the United Nation’s Security 

Council, a result of the conflict during WWII, will remain and Britain will be a global player going forward. 

 

Second, the British government will prioritize science and technology for the future. From renewable energy, cy-

ber, and digital services, to medical research, as the British government seems poised to leverage human capital 

over geographic considerations. Does this means the British government sees a different world today post 

COVID19 not bounded by geography alone? 

 

Third, Indo-Pacific region of the globe will become more important to the British Government. Japan and India 

seem two of the many countries the British government feels it needs to engage much more. Does this mean that 

the British government sees demography different now than after WWII? 

 

Fourth, the British government is letting everyone know, post WWII and post COVID19, trends are different. 

There are now shifts in geopolitical power, rapid technology changes, transnational challenges, and systemic com-

petition. Bankers should look to who welds soft power. 

 

Now that bankers know how the British government sees the world coming out of COVID19, what can they tell us 

how British bankers now see the world? 
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Why did so many lawyers download courtesy: 
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OPEN  LETTER TO TRUSTEES OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 

 

Why are MBA programs not producing leaders in business? 

While the general and business media focuses on higher education drop outs calling them 

“wunderkids”, the reality that monopolies don’t create business leaders seems lost today. In an 

age where access to information is confused with knowledge, wisdom, and insight, never has so 

much mis information been the coin of the realm. Which increasingly begs the question “Why 

are MBA programs not producing leaders in business?” A question few want to tackle. 

 

When someone asks a MBA dean what’s the value of a program and the response is because 

they are the dean, circular logic has no bounds. It can prove that the very question is considered 

unthinkable to pose and requires no educated response. This should frighten those who have 

tasted leadership in any manner because asking questions is key to leading.  

 

One place to start is history. The first aeronautical program was developed at the University of 

Michigan in 1914, a mere eleven years after the Wright Brothers took off from Kitty Hawk, nei-

ther were aeronautical engineers in 1903. That first program was taught by Felix Pawlowski. 

There was no vast multi trillion dollar industry in Michigan. World War I had not yet started. 

Instead, Pawlowski had studied not under the Wright Brothers, but in Paris, French physicist 

Lucien Marchis at University of Paris. The Wright Brothers had demonstrated their new tech-

nology in Europe, as lack of American interest was clear to them. No doubt, there was not 

money to be made in this crazy idea of lifting men into the air. What a crazy idea most Ameri-

cans accepted. Few even knew where Kitty Hawk was at the time. It was clear no formal educa-

tion program would be created as no demand for the skill was there. Perhaps the high point for 

demand was October 5, 1957, the day after the Soviet Union launched the first satellite in space 

Sputnik. Suddenly Americans had to face the reality that they no longer stood on the high 

ground and others valued education more than they did.  
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OPEN  LETTER TO TRUSTEES OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES. 

 

Why are MBA programs not producing leaders in business? 

 

But it is precisely carefully understanding business is what the ideal MBA is designed for. Thru 

structured learning, rather than trial and error, with limited resources, is how to take someone 

unskilled in business enterprise and train them to become skilled. Leadership is apart of that 

process. How many college and university deans understand that today? Perhaps as the Chinese 

and Indian economies grow, Post COVID19,  Americans might reconsider the value of educa-

tion. Certainly trustees should be asking “why are we offering a MBA program if there’s no de-

mand?” Resources better spent elsewhere perhaps.  

 

The Apollo 14 Command Module, named Kitty Hawk, housed three non MBAers. But could 

three MBAers have had the leadership skills to land on the Moon given the opportunity? If you 

were President of a nation divided and struggling to see a way forward would you send the 

MBAers over two aerospace engineers and a test pilot with space experience after a near fatal 

space accident? 

 

Today, if you were looking for a business leader would you choose a college drop out or 

MBAer to run an enterprise which is responsible for lives,  capital at risk, and where adversar-

ies see opportunities? 

 

Now there is better question to ask deans of MBA programs.  

 

Anyone awake in the ivory towers? 

 

Christopher Rabzak, BS Aerospace Engineering, MBA, Juris Doctor 
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Events Department 

 
 

What is coming in 2023? 
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Distance Learning Courses 

Live Webcast 

Law and Career Development 

Ethical Issues for Of Counsel 
An Introduction 
(0.5 Ethics and 0.5 Substantive) 
Live Webcasts 

  
  
◊ Recall Rule 7 (Rule 7 is on break till 2022) 
◊ Recall Rule 5  (Look for August 2021) 
◊ Conflict of interest issues to avoid 
◊ What’s a celebrity lawyer 
◊ Conflict fee issues 
◊ What’s a side practice 
  

DATE:    1st Start  1st End   

  

Friday April 23  1:00 PM EST 2:00 PM EST 
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Are lawyers ready for the next cyber pandemic? 

  

Special Note: Get the view from Jurgen Stock—Secretary-General of International Criminal 

Police Organizations (INTERPOL) 

  

Reference: https://www.weforum.org/events/the-davos-agenda-2021/sessions/averting-a-cyber-pandemic-2 

For many experts COVID19 pandemic become a real time experiment in stress testing systems 

around the globe and across all functions. Whether a small town lawyer, District Attorney, or  

counsel to an organization, being prepared as the world becomes more digitized means under-

standing that law and tech are borderless. That means lawyers will have to be more aware and 

savvy to understand the issues and digital value at stake. 

 

Do lawyers understand the attack surface of their organization? 

 

Do lawyers know how to train staff members about the cyber attack patterns? 

 

Do lawyers understand what value they are trying to protect and what happens to “make victim 

whole after the fact”? 

 

How do lawyers develop the best digital citizens? 

 

What will the next cyber pandemic look like? 
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For those unwilling to throw up your hands to cyber hacks and attacks. 

Come to our Social Engineering with Cyber Tools CLE to learn how to combat ignorance and 

take on the cyber challenges of the future for your clients. 

 

Your clients will love you. 

 

Your family will thank you. 
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Live Distance Learning—LIVE CREDITS 

 

Social Engineering with Cyber Tools 

DATE:     1st Start   1st End   

 

Wednesday April 28, 2021  1:00 PM EST  3:00 PM EDT 

 
 

Social Engineering with Cyber Tools 
Practice AREA: Contracts 
(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive) 

Live Webcasts—Group Cast with Moderator 

 
◊ From accidents to malicious to cyber warfare, lawyers need to understand the 

boundaries of social engineering and how cyber tools are used gain access to valuable 

data. 

 
◊ Understand why IT departments are not always the right choice for handling all  as-

pects of network security including insider threat concerns. 

◊ Law firms need to be able to protect their clients and understand the ethical rules of 
conduct in regards to cyber threats today and thru 2030. 
 
◊ Be able to competently advise your client on their obligations to secure data and take 

proper steps to securely manage their networks 

~ A cyber expert will field your technical questions to understand the legal aspects of 

cases covered and raise your level of competency under Rule 1. 
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Legacy Systems 

From unemployment computer systems to even once was “high tech” aircraft, it seems legacy systems 

still operate beyond what others first designed them for. Yet, these important legacy systems still func-

tion, but does anyone know how they operate anymore? 

 

Lawyers are often stuck with legacy systems that cannot be replaced with out CFO’s spending capital 

that no one is willing to part with—just yet. That means that legal thinking has to be practical. Instead of 

replacement, lawyers have to deal with “what can still work”. That means understanding all the issues 

not just legal.  

 

Today cyber space is not longer the realm of the whiz kids but everyday. When someone claims “a 

hack” do they really know legally what it is? Lawyers who deal with cyber space know that knowing the 

technical language is the first step in understanding the legal issues and what questions need to be posed.  

 

This is why some lawyers know that taking cyber CLE’s is just the start of understanding not the end.  
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How prepared are you for your clients negotiations problems? 

“Members are required to make a number of 

immediate decisions with little-to-no training 

or guidance.” - Chapter 4  

 

“Many Members come to Congress with no 

formal training in office or administrative 

management, leadership and negotiations 

skills, or the intricacies of policymaking.”      - 

Chapter 4  

 

Reference: 
 

United States Congress Modernization Report October 

2020 

Would you rather your legal opponent took our  

Virtual Negotiations Skills CLE? 
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Are Venture Capital Firms Ready for End of Moore’s Law? 
 

Reference: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/02/24/executive-order-
on-americas-supply-chains/ 

We have. 

 

Strategic Initiative—Vision 2030 

 

What’s your Vision 2030? 

 
Call us to find out the trends and signals that will change your business paradigms. 
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Are you able to think strategically? 

ISBN 978-0-06-289946-0 

 

HarperCollins Publishers 

 

Cover Courtesy of Harper Collins Publishers 

 

See your local bookstore  and  become a strategic thinker post 2020 

Turn the page to begin to answer the question for yourself, and your clients. 
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Are you able to think strategically? 

What do you say to the aggrieved party who comes to you and says “I want justice at any cost!”? 

 

What do you say to the large company executive perplexed why he is looking at a deposition over a matter he 

never heard of? 

 

What do you say to the child who does not understand why the FBI wants to talk to him over last night’s online 

gaming round? 

 

What do you say to those who call for an end to the unjust legal system? 

 

IN “Battlegrounds: The Fight to Defend the Free World, Philadelphia native H. R. McMaster decided to see the 

world after graduating from the United States Military Academy in 1984. With the help of the US Army, his typi-

cal Pennsylvania curiosity led him look into such issues as what lessons we should take from the American experi-

ence in Vietnam and lately what has been going on in the world. Unlike many busy lawyers focused on day to day 

activities, McMaster had an inkling that the world is not what we see. Surprisingly, American’s have some adver-

saries who see us at a threat and have been taking steps to counter us. At the same time, Americans are living in a 

world they simply don’t understand; it’s not 1952. 

 

For lawyers, and anyone else without unlimited resources, McMaster invites you into how to use your brain to see 

the world with tools. One tool he shows you is how to think strategically beyond simply slogans. Written before 

the pandemic, Chapter 4 “Turning Weakness into Strength”,  McMaster invites us into the China problem. As of 

today, the Chinese economy becomes not just stable as the world’s largest economy and with One Belt One Road 

building alliances around the globe, American’s seem unable to deal with a larger adversary who thinks differently. 

McMaster conducts a classic SWOT analysis and begins to peel back the myth that destiny is preordained. The 

adversary it turns out is much weaker than we let them project. Boldly, perhaps as only a Philadelphian or Pennsyl-

vania can be, McMaster even challenges how Thucydides Trap can play out.  How many times do clients think 

they know the state of play which is often an incorrect view of the situation? 

 

Most Americans have yet to grasp that a new ocean is forming right now. If you change your perspective to polar 

orbits, suddenly it becomes clear that Arctic Circle—66.6 degrees North is how American lawyers should view the 

world, not the 1952 maps with America a big blob in the middle. Changing views is classic strategic analysis tool. 

Are you practicing it with each client?  

 

So how to those one the front lines of modern intellectual conflict deal with the modern world, where clients search 

engine every term and form?  McMaster starts to help us develop better skills by showing us the world can be first 

view differently, and then typical problem solver starts talking about how we reach solutions. In Chapter 1 “Fear, 

Honor, Ambition: Mr Putin’s Campaign to Kills the West’s Cow” McMaster gives us a historical view, and re-

minds us how lawyer Putin, plays three dimensional strategy with vastly limited resources. After all combating dis 

information is everyone’s job today. 

 

“Battlegrounds” is not a quick lunch read. It is a carefully thought out book applying examining strategy with facts 

and observations. If you are a transactional lawyer, you can understand how business deals are made.  If you are 

trial counsel you will see how conflicts get out of hand and how to avoid “the nuclear option”. After reading 

“Battlegrounds” you can begin to answer some of your questions and be a better skilled lawyer.  

 

Your clients will love you, your family will thank you.  
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SKILLS TRAINING LIVE CLASS* 

 

*Limited space for attendee attention* 

Virtual Negotiations Skills Basics—Part 1 (Required for PART II) 
(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive) 
Live Webcasts 

 
◊ Recall Bridge the Gap areas of Client Relations and Practice Management 
◊ Recall Rule 5 and Management 
◊ Recall Rule 7 & Marketing Introduction 
◊ Recall Ethical Issues for Of Counsel Attorneys 
◊ Recall Cyber CLES 
 
◊ What are virtual negotiations? 
 How do virtual negotiations differ from in person 
 How to treat unskilled colleagues in virtual negotiations ethically 
 Hypothetical exercise on woman lawyer negotiating Of Counsel position 
 Hypothetical exercise on large corporate counsel negotiating with SME 
 Hypothetical exercise on juvenile case with cyber evidence 

DATE:    1st Start  1st End  2nd Start 2nd End 

 

April 22, 2021   8 AM   10 AM EDT 

 

April 30, 2021       9 AM   11 AM EDT 
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Events Department  

 

The London Book Fair moved to  June 29 to July 2021 Live 

Reference: https://www.londonbookfair.co.uk/ 

Best wishes to all the publishers trying to serve curious readers. 
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Author Event—April 21, from 7 to 8 PM EDT 

 

“Has the Constitution Stifled Changes, Creating Crisis After Crisis?” 
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Author Event—April 21, from 7 to 8 PM EDT 

 

“Has the Constitution Stifled Changes, Creating Crisis After Crisis?” 

[Blank Rev A.] 
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Moon Tree Foundation 

Contributions to support the mission of the foundation may be mailed to: 

 

Moon Tree Foundation 

 

P O BOX 4723 

 

Biloxi MS 39535 
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Events Department—Live CLEs 

Due to COVID19, no live in person CLEs for August CLE Compliance Period. 

 

Look for December 2021, depending upon conditions  
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Events Department 

 

From the Vaults 

We know how many of you miss our  live in person CLE s with our signature bottomless coffee and hot food from 

full breakfast to lunch meals at CLEs. 

 

Hopefully, we can return to those in the future. 

 

Until then, stay healthy eating that brain food. 
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For Sample Live CLEs 

see our some our previous April, August, December CLE Compliance Catalogues 

The December 2020 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

The August 2020 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

The April 2020 CLE Compliance Catalogue 
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Scope of Company Operations 

X 

Professional Development Department 

 

(NAIC 611430) 

Management Consulting Department 

 

(NAIC 541611, 541613, 541518) 

International Consulting Department 
 

Special Projects 
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Scope of Company Operations 

Technical Consulting Department 

 

(NAIC 541690) 

Events Department 

 

(NAIC 711320) 

Art & Creative Department 

 

(NAIC 51430, 541490) 

 

Vision 2030—Strategic Initiative 
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We don’t just peer into the future... 

We make it happen. 
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COMING In July,   2021 

The August 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue 

All materials including advertisements and announcements are due by  June 25, 2021  to Events Department—

advertising email address or PO BOX address with payment. 

 

General advertising and events inquires directed to the Events Department. 


